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Many rations around the world ha built or are building planned

new cities, In the United Kingdom the first yaw of Now Towns built

immediately after the second World War was designed t. "decant" the

population of London while ll.. replenishing the housing stock dos-

troyed in wartime air raids, The Brazilians built Brasilia as a new

federal, capital and to draw population and development to the vast in-

terior of the mason. Th. Israelis constructed new twig on the periphery

of their nation for defense and to absorb immigrants, In Japan, ?sukuba

City, north of Tokyo, is nearing completion as the site of Tsuk*a

University and of laboratories and research facilities aimed at in-

jecting mom flexibility and creativity into Japanese higher education

and, hopefully, to achieve scientific breakthroughs. India constructed

(iaMigarh in the early 1950s as the capital of the Punjab region,

which had lost its toner capital to Pakistan in the post-independence

division of territory. Mexico hopes to build new cities throughout

Mexico to encourage regional development and especially t. Fellow con-

gestion in Mexico City. In the Soviet Union, Akadeagorodok,

south of Mowosibirsk, was built as a science town, Saudi Arabia is

building two completely new industrial cities - Jthail on the Gulf and

tat on the Red Sea,

The United States,too, has had it. share of building planned new

capitals - witness Washington. D.C. - and of cities platted out in the

bet to extend the frontier, as well as cities of science and technology

such as Los Alamos, Now Mexico and Oak Ridge, Tennessee, But in the

United States, especially in the mid-twentieth century, the goals of

building cities have sore often been social, The most important got],






has been to build honing to build community, that is, to build housing

which ft net only attractive and affordable and considerate of the

natural setting, but to build housing that will facilitate interaction and

a sense of belonging. To build such a son" of community sang peoples

of diverse economic. ethnic, natal, and family backgrounds is £ high

ideal of American democracy, The Garden Cities movement, transplanted

to the United States free lnglaS in the 1920s, the tans such as Radbrn,

Now Jersey, constructed under the mant's preoeptss the Greextelt

tans built in the 1930s, and the federal Now Communities legislation

of the late 1960. and early 1970. all reflect the social benefits we be"

for free housing, especially large-seal. planned housing developments

that Include also the planning for job., services, and Infrastructure.

P17 task today is to assess how moll Rsston has at one of its

social goals - diversity over a period of 20 years, Per of the eight

goals that Robert , Simon enunciated early on, goals that still guide

Reston's development today, resonate with the aim of being Inclusive,

with creating a community of diversity

"	 to build a community where people say live, work,
play and have thy widest possible opportunity to
realise their full potential,

"	 to build a community where banters created by
race, income, geography, education, and age are
removed,

"	 to build the fullest possible range of housing
types for the ceepany janitor, the company presi-
dent, the elderly widdi, and the young bachelor

"	 to mak* it'pessibl4 for people to tbSc!atooted
in their community, to identify and feel part of
it by providing housing for different needs and
incomes so that one may find the kind of housing
he needs when he is 20, 40 or 65 without leaving
his neighborhood,

Ha has Reston done? How diverse is the population? - and has the

diversity been accompanied by interaction and a sense of community?
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Before t deal with these questions - and they a separate questions -

because diversity dose not necessarily lad to interaction or a sense of

community - I nst ask one basic question. What an we comparing baton

to? What is the yardstick of diversity by which Resten seasres or

tails abort? Dew compare Reeten to cities, or sa.irbs Whether bites

is a city or a sub.., was discussed by the previews speaker this sorting

and I did net preview his remarks, But I have fsnslSt.d my on answer.

$eston is a suburb, albeit a more divers. one than scat suburbs in its

metropolitan area, and probably in the United States.

bites's diversity is beet assessed in the context of the metropolitan

ant of which it is a part - the Washington, D. C. -Md. -ft. Metropolitan

Statistical Area, As defined by the Office of Management and Budget in

1983, using 1980 census data, this metropolitan area contained three and a

quarter minion people, spread over five counties in Maryland, and five in

Virginia, as well as the District of Colia, (the 1983 definition added

three counties - Calvert and Frederick in Maryland and Stafford in Virginia

to the earlier seven-county metropolitan definition). Most Americans

-	 70 percent in 1980 - live in metropolitan areas, that is, largo core cities

surrounded by suburban counties that are economically and socially inter-

dependent with the core city, The lessons of what Reston has and has not

aceepliehed in the way of diversity are certainly broadly relevant for the

United States.

The following table compares (eaton with Fairfax County and with the

District of Columbia, the city that is the "engine" of the metropolis. Such

threeny comparisons are virtually never tads in either the Reston times

or in the profiles distributed by the Reston Land Corporation or Reston

developers. The comparisons are only between Rsston and Fairfax County,

the references to Washington, D. C. deal almost exclusively with how easy
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it is to get there.

Washington, 0, C., like many other atrop.litan con cities lost

population between 1970 aM 1980, Washington, D.C. lost over 15 percent

of its population in the toad., while suburban Mrfax gained 31 Percent

and Reston a spectacular 536 p.re.nt. The population of Washington, 0. C,

is older, Ma.Thr, poorer, and lass wall-.dueatsd than either Fairfax or

Boston. Seek contrasts art typical for American one cities and suburbs.

Here than eleven patent of Washington's people an over 6, but in

recently-settisd suburban Fairfax only tour and a halt parent, and in

even .en-no,ntly settled Reston only three and a half percent, Seventy

out of wary 100 Washingtonians are black, but only ant six of every

lQS residents .f Fairfax County, and ten ofeary 100 residents .f Reston,

Fifteen parent of taington's families have incomes below the poverty level.

but only three percent of Fairfax families aiM five percent of Roston's

tallies. Roughly two-third. of adult Washingtonians an high school

radiates, but almost 90 percent of Fairfax adults and over 90 parent of

Restonians. In s, Reston, like Fairfax County, is an affluent suburb.

But Reston is something more and that something is important. Reaten has a

greater proportion of blacks and of poor people than Fairfax. Both of these

typos of diversity have resulted from the deliberate policies of the past

20 years They did not simply happen,

Raston was founded in the aid-1960a as part of the print.

sector response to what Ray Burby and Shirley Weiss hams called the

"suburban critique," - the many-faceted criticism - aesthetic, ecological,

governmental, and social - of the unplanned suburbs that mushroomed after

the second World War, Before he founded Neeton, Robert Simon's dissatis-

faction with conventional suburban living for himself and his family was

a personal reflection of this critique. (quoted in Connection. 20th anniv-

ersary report, l98),Th. Now communities legislation of the late 19609
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and early 1970. was the public actor response,

	

ston has been successful

in shaving boy planning - and a social conscience - can produce beautiful,

"nvireiaeM.ally-seniti've suburbs that have s	 "conesie and social

diversity. Fasten Illustrates that diversity is possible to a limited

degree in affluent, upper-.idd]s class suburbs.	 The question is what

are the limits,

The limits of diversity result, in view, tm two sets of factors,

First, the visa of the American public about their cities, Second, the

proper division if responsibility between public .M print. sectors in our

governmental system.

The views of the American public about their cities Indicate a

ion-hate relationship in which suburban living emblem the *iddlo-class to

have it. tales and sat tt,tot. The conventional wisda ii, social science

has been that American. are anti-urban, but this simplifies a complex set

of opinions, The people of the United States are ambivalent about their

cities, especially their large cities. They nine cities highly a. com-

mercial, recreational, and intellectual centers, but have a law regard for

cities as places to live. This duality was evident in a survey of a

national representative tamp]. of American adults conducted in 1978 for

HOD by the Louis Harris organisation. Only 16 percent of the respondents

said that the large city (250,0001) would be their first preference for a

place to live. the city is associated with crime and other problems and was

regarded nthe worst place to raise children" by 82 percent of the staple,

On the other hand, big majorities viewed the large city as having the best

employment opportunities, the best shopping, the best health cart facilities,

the best plays and cultural activities. the best retaurant.s " and the best

selection of movies, There is support for saying that Americans believe

cities an "nice places to visit - and work in - but not to live in,"

especially for family life and raising children,
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For many Americans living in the suburban cnifli#range of large

cities oc.bias the best of both worlds - close to the attractions of

large cities, but insulated fret perceived urban problems, Bostonians

have taken this option e but have elected to include se urban ecenais

and racial diversity, The nix is Inherently hatted, hswsnr, - the

cost of print. honing limits the __K r of low-income people and

since proportionately non blacks than ttes am low-income, the 1, r

of blaoks is also limited. KeonoSa and social integration in Boston are

net cosmetic - and they an to b. appltd loudly - but they are

indirectly controlled by the larger realities of Marie" society.

The attitudes of aerieans toward ljvtnt in large cities - and a

willingness to address the problems of the spoor and the Klsafr who an

disproportionately concentrated in cities - an likely t bees more

negative. My own recent research deals with the "suburban generation,"

the people born after the second World lax who have lived all their

lives in increasingly autonomous and nit-sufficient suburbs, (*Young
Suburban Migrants," in V. Boggs, 0. Handel, and S. Pan, .4*., the Apple

sliced Sociological Studios of by York cIty Bergia & Gamy, 1984).

The suburban generation win lose .nr-larger is the United States. since

by 1980 44 percent of all Americans lived in suburbs, a larger percentage

than in any other kind of place. My studies have suggested that the

"suburban generation" - who are wile, Ai since they were born after World

War II, are often afraid of the city, do not know hoe to handle themselves

with strangers in dense urban public places, nit. tisit the core cities

of their metropolitan area, except for stellar attractions, and tend to

regard the problems .f the poor and of minorities as urban problems,

that is, net their suburban conar, Most members of the suburban

generation are net likely to vest to create an echo of urban diversity

in their suburbs by asking p-.alsion for the poor and minorities, My

guess is that it win be harder to recruit the next generation of
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RestoMans cttt.d to the goal of an inclusive "Mudty,

My1oS.1iMting points the responsibility of print, as opposed

to public sectors, Print. developers can not resolve income inequality

in Anrieaa society, nor should that be their task, Providing Afford-

able housing for all groups is a national governmental responsibilly,

explicitly stated in the Housing Act of 19491 "The Congress hereby

declares that the general altar. and security of the Sties and the

health and living standards of it. people require...tb. realization as soon

as feasible of a decent hoe and a suitable living .ndrorant for .very
rioan.' Government implementation of housing affordability in tsp.. of

nrisn forms of subsidies has vexed and mused over the yuan, *ea, as

is the ease currently, pnnsnt lean. housing construction as much as

posaibi. in the print. actor, the result is is "Moss. porr and moderate

Income vow out .f the housing market beans. developers cannot afford to
build for them,

tt is appsidng in Boston housing new is ta-fold, On the one

hand an influx of young, affluent professionals drum by local high-tech

industries is creating a market for higher-priced hoes than the W)4

The 1990 csnsus is likely to show higher attn family lucia in Reston than

in Fairfax County, in contrast to the 1980 results. According to the

!t!1aaa (Feb. 28, 1985) the 'new Bostonians," especially south of

the Miles Ace... Road, have a median household laces of over $38,000 and

live in hams with an aan vain, of over $106,000, the "old Satonjans"

have a ..tan household Inca of $31,400 and lima in bees valued at

$93,000, on tnra, Staultaneously, federal subsidies for apartment con-

struction have been discontinued and local substitutes difficult to obtain.

Its result to a very low rental vacancy nt. and higher rents at the very

tine that higher single-tally prices have dbtcsn more Bostonians into the

rental market, The Restan-Times has been headlining the dire consequences

of these trends; *The Two Restona," (Fob, 28, l985) "You've Got to be

Lucky to have an Apartment in asaton," "rents are nyeasing Faster
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then Rate it Inflation." "Area Lest Apartments though the population

scared," "tax-aa*t Financing critical to Apartments," (April 18, 1965)

"Apartment Shopping's Frightening Reality," (April 25, 1985) and they are

right. It win be harder and harder to maintain an economic mix in

Recta in the fans if then trends and to meet the related goal of

being able to son within Boston me pme's financial situation changes,

Instead, Rest.s is on its soy to beaning a high-inns, high-tech

satellite ton like Fairfield, Stanford, or Greenwich, Connecticut,

where t* n*.,rs attracted by the jobs find they cannot afford to live

there, The *shintePsgt (AN 1?, 1981) reports that mm workers

at clarioal-lenl jobs paying $iz,ooo-$16,ooo a year, in the now Rsstoa

fins, are settling in the Sterling area beer-. Recta does not hays

enough moderately-priced housing for thus.

!nn it the scheming sore available to build housing for low and

moderate income groups, the more profoundly disturbing question is whether

Restodans still have the will to implement thus, After Gulf-Ragten

took over the management of Reston in 1%? it had to be sued by the

Washington Metropolitan Honing Authority and the Housing Opportunities

Council before the corporation agreed t. provide additional subsidised

housing units for worker, at the U.S. geological Survey headquarters which

had relocated to Roston, The Housing Committee of the Roston Casunity

Association was actin in these efforts, "Kosher, of the Housing Committee

of the Rnten community Association also felt that they had had a tre-

aScii influence on Gulf-Reston, trio. The tendency without their input

would have been to address the made of upper-income residents only and

to thgnors the needs of those priced out of the print. housing market.

Simon had sold these early 'pione.n' on the idea of low and moderate

income housing,"(Helsme Stockier, tceucmic Intonation in Now communities,

Balllnger, 1976, pp. 91-93). In contrast, on June 17, 1994 the Washington

Post reperted that the Artery organisation was encountering opposition
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free prospective renters in the Vat.nide apartments, who objected t.

the fact that 20 pero.nt of the units had to be set aside for low and

moderate income households a.. a condition of the tax-exempt financing

provided by t PaSties County Redevelopment and Housing Authority, This

is of particular Interest since the cheapest apartment In Wtorside will

rent fez' $400, (Zeston-TIas, April 18, 1985), p. *-12)

The RestoiP'Ttas has expressed concern in the past enrol months

over the possible slippage of interest in economic six as a goal in

Pastas, most explicitly in its lead story, "the Two Bestow," on Feb. 28,

1985. The question S. what action, if az, R.steMa1 will take t. insure

a housing and economic .ix,

But what happens to noderste-irrose and especially low-inc... people

who S live in Rsston? Reston's goal has ban to build not just

housing but t. build cva.nity, U the less affluent are net to be more

tokens, how are they served by Reston's facilities and how are they

meshed into daily life? Mow do the poor beta.. pert of the community?

Rsston is upper-middle class to its expensive recreation, trendy shops,

and tise-consnsing organisation meetings. Does Boston preid. jabs for un-

skilled workers? Is there frequent and reliable Public transportation?

Are there stores that carry less-expensive ants of meat, discount-priced

day-old bakery products, generic brand canned goods, and bulk-priced

staples? Is it easy to use food staafll Are there inexpensive clothing

stores? NOW are the community reoreattonsi. fees of 1w-inc... residents

financed? To what extent do low-incea groups socialise within Reston?

To whet extent has the concentration of law-imam housing within per-

ticular areas of Reston been ameliorated? To what extent are the poor

of Boston also elderly - a strategy often used to achieve economic inte-

gration. AU of these questions an variations on the question of whether

low-into.. grvqs are socially marginal in R.ston or are part of the eoaunity.
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I turn now to racial diversity in Boston, and will deal only with

blacks, both because they an the most erfls Minority and because

they encounter the most retatance to economic adnneis .5 social as-

ceptano.. IM han already indicated that in tome it the percentage

of black residents keaton does better than suburban Fairfax entity in which

it is locat.d. Slacks in Boston cover a range of imam r.-pS as does

the white population. Patricia U&WMU# he" of the NAACP I* Northern

Virginia. and an e1,wn-ysar Beaten resident, me quet.d is the b*sMretons

!! (June 17, 1984) as saying of Boston that there is wry little overt

action and that what exists "is vary won shed." There is no racial

steering is baton and hence	 racial residential segregation within

Beaten. Beaten the.	 in marked contrast to the harassment, blelence and

honseburetngs that still occur when blacks now into some suburbs, although

racial steering is the more common reaction to blacks vim seek suburban

has.. The current (flay 1985) Issue of lack !ntyprt has as Its cover

story "Off Units The Dilaaa of Plowing into suburbia,"
is

Boston is rscisfly open but the message cony wry indirectly,

almost subliminally. In the developers materials and in the issues of the

Boston.ii! I have perused for the past iii months there are tie statistics

on blacks, only as occasional picture of a black resident, .5, all-iaportnat

a few advertisements featuring black realtors. Word-of-mouth and knowledge

of the Restsn commitment to integration are probably the major methods of

recruiting black home-buyers - and warning off whites who will not live in

integrated areas.me important thing, studies have shown, is that the policy

be kin and adhered to,

The success of racial interatiordn Rnton must be measured not only

by numb n but also by the extent to which blacks have been abl, t. build

community in Rst.n - both within and across racial lines. Black residential

preferences may be related to their desire t. constrict social cosunities.

Thus, relatively few blacks - one to four percent in rational sunys -

want to live in "mostly whit." areas, (5... 5. Fan, "Blacks in American
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Now Tas Probing and Prospects," Sociological Sya.fla Pall 1974),

In the BUD waxny 1 noted earlier that way 16 pe.-at of Asricans chose

the largo city as their first residential preference. However, 38 percent

of the blacks have the city as their tint choice, as contrasted to only

13 percent of the whites and 2 percent of the Hispanics. This may reflect

a getne preference for big city living sang blacks, a recognition of

t racial bossing market, or a desire to live sang larger wookere of

blacks a. that black institutions, such as churches, social clubs, and

political pr home can be maintained.

The &,..a.dos of racial integration and coawsity Mildl ng in Restos

and in Columbia, $4., were studied in the middle 19$. by the sociologist.

P.gp Am", end included in her recent beck, (Urban NetshberSedf,

-Networks. and Pilies Iedngton Book., 1984), She concludes that

the dynamics of race and class in Reston sees to
has been shut to those In Coloobias somewhat
limited social interaction between races and an
extensive system of all-ack organizations. There
an elud branches of fraternities and sororities
and a naber of all-black couples' clubs, woman's clubs,
and son's clubs, as well as a local chapter of Jack
and Jilu.(P. 107)

Wiresan notes that "Blacks in Reston were more seal then in Columbia at any

early point in the town's development tout their desire to obtain cce-

nunity recognition of their black identity and to deal with racial

issues," The organisation, Black Focus, was formed and sponsors an anneal

Black Arts Festival and other events emphasizing black culture. Eighty

percent of black families in Pastor were estimated to belong to Black

Focus, which Iltrenn holds was toned "to gin black families black support

- a kind of extended family.* (p.108),

Winnan's assessment is that integration in Reston

represented a significant achievement for the community
and its residents. It provided blacks with access to a
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coamnityin which they could eon freely without
fear of overt disorjairstion and with total access
for themselves and their children to the cultural,
educational, and other advantages of the community,
Both blacks and whites had the opportunity to meet
each other in a nonthreaterdng environment in which
mutual respect generally was the accepted non. Social
relation, could be formed according to the personal
inclination .f each individual, but the lack of widespread,
close interracial friendship, did net exclude blacks from
enjoying other advantages of the caunity, (p. 108)

I would like at this point to add an aspect of diversity which has

received attention only in the past decade - namely diversity in female

gender roles. Low density suburbs of single-family hones segregated

from non-residential activities provide a setting suitable only for

the traditional housewife-"other role" However, women have been entering

the paid labor force to the extent that in March 1984 six out of ten

mothers with children under 18 were also working outside the home, The

divorce rate has also increased and so has women's life expectancy,

both trends leaving more women alone for many of their adult years.

Accessible work places, shopping, childcare, medical, recreational

and other facilities are crucial for women because they reduce time

pressures, enabling women to integrate their various roles.	 Higher densities

and built environments combining residential and non-residential functions

Drovide a greater availability of services and activities close to ho.,.

These characteristics had been fount mainly in cities and therefore it

had been thought that cities allowed women more role diversity because

they could move readily from one activity to another. However, as suburbs

have grown many have added non-residential functions and s	 suburbs have

now reached the "critical mass" of density, jobs, shopping and support

services that women need. Reston is probably in this category. If so,

it means that many types of women can live happy, productive lives,

The critical dimensions for women are availability of jobs close to

home and career ladders in the workplace a variety of 'aiming types and
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price ranges many services including child care and medical care in

the local neighborhoodj easy availability St many people for compan-

ionship and emotional support, and transportation systems other than

the private automobile. All of these are part of the Reston dream.

In tonclusion

is the glass of diversity in Raston half-empty or half-full? The glass is

half-full in measuring Reston against the greater economic and racial

homogeneity of conventional suburbs. It is half-empty in measuring

Reston against the range of Inequality in the United States, inequities

which depend on national policy changes. At the local level, Reston will

find it harder to sustain diversity so that the glass does not become

more than half-erpty, It is time tw Reston to renew its commitment.


